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Adaptation of Saccades and Perceived Size after
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When saccadic eye movements consistently fail to land on the intended target, saccade accuracy is maintained by gradually adapting the
amplitude of successive saccades to the same target. Such saccadic adaptation is usually induced by systematically displacing a small
visual target during the execution of the saccade. However, saccades are normally performed to extended objects. Here we report changes
in saccade amplitude when the size of a target object is systematically changed during a saccade. Moreover, we find that this manipulation
also affected the visual perception of the size of that object. Human subjects were tested in shortening and lengthening adaptation where
they had to make saccades to targets of different sizes, which were each shortened or lengthened during saccade execution, respectively.
In both experiments, a preadaptation and postadaptation phase required manually indicating the horizontal size of each target by grip
aperture and, in a further experiment, a verbal size report. We evaluated the effect of change in visual perception on saccade and on the
two modalities of judgment. We observed that (1) saccadic adaptation can be induced by modifying target object size and (2) this gradual
change in saccade amplitude in the direction of the object size change evokes a concomitant change in perceived object size. These
findings suggest that size is a relevant signal for saccadic system and its trans-saccadic manipulation entails considerable changes at
multiple levels of sensorimotor performance.
Key words: eye movements; oculomotor control; perception; vision

Significance Statement
Across a saccade to an object the visual system receives two views of that object, a presaccadic peripheral view and a postsaccadic
foveal view. We show that manipulation of the size of the object after the saccade modifies presaccadic size perception and motor
control. Saccade amplitudes become smaller when the postsaccadic object is smaller and perceived size estimates become smaller,
too. The reverse is true when the object is larger after the saccade. These findings suggest that an object feature as size is a relevant
signal that influences the saccadic system and the size distortion following saccadic adaptation indicates that the representation of
the central part of visual field is critical for interaction between hand and object or object recognition.

Introduction
Our brain explores the external world by saccadic eye movements. Saccades involve the visual system to localize a target and
the motor system to activate the eye muscles. The visuomotor
process of saccade control needs to be plastic. This plasticity is
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commonly studied by means of saccadic adaptation, a learning
mechanism that ensures saccade accuracy in the face of changes
in motor dynamics due to daily fatigue, aging, or pathology. Typically, research on oculomotor control uses small targets (a point
or cross), and sensory-motor transformation depends on establishing a simple correspondence between visual and motor coordinate systems. Thus, a visual stimulation at a given retinal
position gives rise to a motor command of appropriate direction
and amplitude. However, the vast majority of objects in natural
environments are spatially extended. When such a stimulus is
selected by the saccadic system, the eyes generally land near its
center, suggesting that the representation of a central reference
position within the spatially extended stimulus is used to guide
saccades (Kowler and Blaser, 1995). Despite much research of
saccadic adaptation for targeting-saccades (for review, see Hopp
and Fuchs, 2004; Pélisson et al., 2010), little is known about such
a mechanism for saccades toward targets of different spatial ex-
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Figure 1. Experimental setup and stimuli. A, Top view of the experimental setup. An infrared-based eye-tracker was used to measure the horizontal position of the dominant eye. An optical
motion capture system recorded the 3D positions of the thumb and index tips. Stimuli were projected on a computer monitor at 54 cm from the subject’s eyes and hand position rested at 34 cm from
the body midline. B, Frontal view of the stimuli used in the experiments: circle represents fixation target (0.3 degree of radius); rectangles represent saccade and size estimation targets. C, Typical
hand posture during the size estimation phase and passive markers (10 mm of radius) attached on the thumb and index nails.

tent. In studies on reading, researchers have identified withinobject saccades and established the preponderant role of word
size on the probability of making more than one fixation on
words (McConkie et al., 1989). In that context, saccade amplitude increases with word length, suggesting that object size is a
crucial parameter to execute within-object saccades. A study performed on within-object saccades explored the possibility to
adapt eye movement to a systematic change in object size (Lavergne et al., 2010). Increasing or decreasing object size during
within-object saccade execution showed results where within-object
saccade amplitude was lengthened and shortened, respectively.
However, the encoding of object size in saccadic adaptation of the
primary saccade to spatially extended stimuli is not clear.
Recent literature has explored the possibility that the saccadic
system shares common coordinates with other domains. Several
researches have demonstrated that the modification of motor
variables by saccade adaptation leads to a distortion of visual
localization of the target executed by hand pointing or by perceptual reports (Bahcall and Kowler, 1999; Awater et al., 2005; Bruno
and Morrone, 2007; Collins et al., 2007, Zimmermann and
Lappe, 2010; Garaas and Pomplun, 2011; Gremmler et al., 2014).
All these studies imply that localization of visual stimuli is based
on a perceptual representation that is linked to an action representation that guides saccades and pointing. If a similar link exists
for object size perception, then a trans-saccadic alteration to object size could affect both saccade targeting and visual size perception. In the present study, using an original approach to
induce saccadic adaptation with extended objects, we addressed
two questions: how the saccadic system processes the size signal
of targets to correct eye movements in both shortening and

lengthening paradigms and whether object size perception is also
changed.

Materials and Methods
Participants. A total of 35 right-handed subjects (24 females and 11
males, ages 19 – 40 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision
took part in the experiments. Fourteen participants completed Experiment 1 (manual shortening experiment), 10 participants completed Experiment 2 (manual lengthening experiment), and 11 participants were
involved in a verbal report control experiment with both lengthening and
shortening conditions. The subjects had no history of musculoskeletal or
neurological disorders. All subjects were naive to the experimental purpose of the study and gave informed consent to participate in the experiment. Procedures were approved by the Bioethical Committee of the
University of Bologna and the Ethics Commission of the Department of
Psychology of the University of Muenster and were in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki.
Apparatus and setup. Participants in Experiments 1 and 2 were seated
in an environment with dim background lighting and viewed a touchscreen monitor (ELO IntelliTouch, 1939L), which displayed target stimuli within a visible display of 37.5 ⫻ 30.0 cm. To stabilize head position,
the participants placed their heads on a chin rest located 54 cm from the
screen, which resulted in a visual field of 39.8 ⫻ 31.8 deg (Fig. 1A). The
display had a resolution of 1152 ⫻ 864 pixels and a frame rate of 60 Hz.
For stimulus presentation, we used MATLAB (The MathWorks) with the
Psychophysics toolbox extension (Brainard, 1997). The stimuli were
blue, green, and red dots with a radius of 0.3 deg and 10 differently sized
red horizontal bars (size in deg: 3.18, 3.56, 3.94, 4.32, 4.71, 5.09, 5.47,
5.85, 6.23, 6.62) as it is reported in Figure 1B. Eye movements were
monitored by the EyeLink 1000 system (SR Research), which sampled
gaze positions with a frequency of 1000 Hz. Viewing was binocular, but
the dominant eye was recorded. The calibration was performed with
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Figure 2. Task design. A, Manual estimation phase. Top row, No-saccade condition trial. Subjects were instructed to fixate at the blue fixation target shown as a small circle. After 1 s, a bar was
flashed (gray rectangle) for 1 s; and following an acoustic signal, subjects had to indicate (while keeping fixation) the perceived size of the bar by the grip aperture. Bottom row, Saccade condition
trial. Subjects fixated at the green fixation target. After 1 s, a bar was projected; and when an acoustic signal was activated, subjects were required to perform a saccade toward the bar and indicate the perceived size of the bar. As soon as the saccade was detected, the bar disappeared from the screen. B, Saccade adaptation. Top row, Shortening adaptation phase. At the beginning of the
trial, the red fixation target was presented and the subjects’ gaze was directed toward it. After 1 s, a red bar appeared, but subjects had to continue to fixate the fixation target. After a randomized
time, an acoustic signal informed them to execute a saccade toward the bar. As soon as the saccade was detected, the bar was decreased in size by 30% of its length. Bottom row, Lengthening
adaptation phase. It was structured in the same way of shortening adaptation phase with the difference that the bar was increased in size by 30% during saccade execution.
EyeLink software at the beginning of each recording session using a 9
point calibration grid that allowed precise measurements of horizontal
and vertical eye position. Hand position was measured by a motion
capture system (VICON, 460; frequency of acquisition 100 Hz), which
follows the trajectory of the hand in three dimensions by recording infrared light reflection on passive markers placed on the index and thumb
fingers, respectively (Fig. 1C). The hand was kept on the table at 34 cm
from the body midline within a square on the table marked with tape and
detectable by touch (Fig. 1A). All markers were held in place on the
participant skin with small pieces of adhesive tape that allowed freedom
of movement of the hand and fingers.
Behavioral task. In Experiment 1, participants were tested in three
successive phases: preadaptation manual estimation phase, shortening
adaptation, and postadaptation manual estimation phase. In the preadaptation and postadaptation manual estimation phases, participants performed 20 trials in which they were required to manually indicate the
horizontal size of a red bar presented 14.32 deg on the right of the initial
fixation target. The sequence of events of the preadaptation manual estimation phase is illustrated in Figure 2A. The phase consisted of two
randomized conditions distributed in 20 trials where the fixation target
could be blue or green and called no-saccade and saccade condition,
respectively. If the blue fixation target appeared on the screen, subjects
were required to fixate it. After 1 s, a red bar was presented for 1 s.
Thereafter, an acoustic signal informed them to manually indicate the
perceived size of the bar by extending the thumb and index finger, but
keeping the fixation on the blue fixation target. If the fixation target was
green, subjects looked at it and after 1 s a red bar was presented on the
screen. Subjects remained with the gaze on the green fixation target for 1 s
more, and then an acoustic signal notified them to perform a saccade
toward the bar and to manually indicate the perceived size of the bar. The

bar was extinguished as soon as saccade onset was detected. All participants indicated the size of the bars at the same hand position inside the
hand position square to avoid any effect of distance on the estimation of
size and distance between subject eyes and the screen was kept constant to
obtain the same vergence angle.
In the saccadic adaptation phase of Experiment 1 (Fig. 1A), we induced
a shortening adaptation using a double-step protocol with delayed saccades where we manipulated the size of the target bars while the saccade
was in flight. The trial sequence is shown in Figure 2B (top). For the first
20 trials (preadaptation trials), one of ten horizontal red bars (as shown
in Fig. 1B) was presented at 14.32 deg on the right of fixation target. Bar
presentation occurred 1 s after fixation target appearance. Participants
were required to keep fixation on the initial target for 1–1.8 s until an
acoustic signal informed them to perform a saccade to the bar. For the
remaining 180 trials (adaptation trials), the sequence of events was the
same but the bar was shortened by 30% of its original length during
saccade execution (Fig. 2B, top). Saccade onset was detected when the eye
movement exceeded a distance of 2 deg from the fixation target. As soon
as the saccade onset was detected, the bar was decreased to a new size to
induce a postsaccadic error. After the amplitude was successfully altered
in the adaptation trials, we again tested the participants in the postadaptation manual estimation phase (Fig. 2A). This phase was structured
identically to the preadaptation manual estimation phase with randomization of no-saccade and saccade conditions. During estimation phases,
participants had no visual feedback of the hand because they maintained
their gaze on the stimuli projected on the screen.
Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1, except for the adaptation
session. During this session, the adaptation trials consisted in lengthening the bar by 30% of its length. Because lengthening adaptation is slower
than shortening adaptation (Ethier et al., 2008; Golla et al., 2008;
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Panouillères et al., 2009), we decided to use different numbers of adaptation trials in the two experiments. Thus, to induce significant lengthening adaptation, we used 360 adaptation trials.
The 30% size change in shortening and lengthening processes produced different absolute sizes in the two conditions. The average difference from one postsaccadic bar to the next larger one in the shortening
condition was ⬃0.26 deg, whereas it was ⬃0.49 deg in the lengthening
condition. Both experiments consisted of the execution first of the task
depicted in Figure 2A, then of that in Figure 2B, and last in the again the
task of Figure 2A. We referred to saccadic paradigms as “shortening” and
“lengthening” mechanisms to indicate the size-decreasing and sizeincreasing processes defined by Lavergne et al. (2011) and to indicate the
direct correlation with the size of the stimulus and not the gap between
index and thumb fingers.
Control experiment with verbal report. We further conducted a control experiment to check whether the size estimation effect was specific to manual report or more generally related to size perception. In
this experiment, subjects had to indicate the perceived size of the bars
verbally as a number in millimeters. Participants sat in front a screen
monitor (Eizo FlexScan F930) at 57 cm that limited a visual field of
40 ⫻ 30 deg. The display resolution and the frame rate were 1152 ⫻
864 pixels and 100 Hz, respectively. The stimuli and structure of the
experiment were identical to the aforementioned experiments, except
for the two estimation phases that consisted of a verbal report of
estimated size of presented bars. Each of 11 participants was requested to perform two experimental sessions differentiated by the
saccadic adaptation phase and constructed in the same way as Experiments 1 and 2. In one session, subjects executed the shortening adaptation and in the other lenghtening adaptation. These sessions were
run on different days with at least 2 d of separation. During preestimation and postestimation phases, an acoustic signal informed the
subject to express a verbal judgment in millimeters about the bar
presented on the screen. Each session subjects were presented with a
ruler to remind them of the scale. Blue and green colors of stimuli
indicated the no saccade and saccade condition, respectively. Number
of trials was the same as in Experiment 2.
In all experiments, sequence of bar sizes and conditions were randomly
created by MATLAB code. No indication about eye landing position on the
bar was provided. All participants received the same instructions.
Data analysis. After data collection, finger position data were interpolated at 1000 Hz to synchronize with the eye tracker data, then data
were run though a fifth-order Butterworth low-pass filter (cutoff
frequency, 30 Hz). For data processing and analysis, we wrote custom
software in MATLAB to compute the distance between index and
thumb markers during the manual estimation phases. Grip aperture
was calculated considering trial intervals in which the velocities of the
index and thumb markers remained ⬍5 mm/s. Grip aperture was
defined as maximum distance within this interval. We calculated the
amplitude of each saccade by determining gaze position directly before the saccade onset (i.e., at the time when the target was presented)
and after the saccade reached its ending position. To test successful adaptation, we compared saccadic amplitude between the 20 preadaptation trials and the last 20 adaptation trials (late adaptation).
We tested for significance by using two-tailed t tests with independent
samples. The amount of shift in saccade amplitude after adaptation
was computed as the difference of amplitudes between late adaptation
and preadaptation trials averaged across sizes and subjects. We also
compared the eye ending position in preadaptation and late adaptation trials as the mean percentage of postsaccadic bar length as
follows: Sacc ampl ⫻ 100/shortened bar length, for shortening adaptation and Sacc ampl ⫻ 100/lengthened bar length, for lengthening
adaptation, respectively. We compared the percentages of landing
positions by two-tailed t tests. We used an ANOVA two-way analysis
to evaluate the effect of phase (Factor 1) and size (Factor 2) on saccade
amplitude and grip aperture and their interaction. The magnitude
of change in perceived bar size between preadaptation and postadaptation manual phases was calculated as the difference between postadaptation grip aperture and preadaptation grip aperture. We
calculated this deviation averaging across subjects and bar sizes.
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The analyses of the verbal report experiment were run on averaged
saccade amplitudes and verbal judgments calculated across subjects. To
evaluate the amount of adaptation, we extracted the mean deviation from
baseline for both variables during shortening and lengthening adaptation, respectively. We compared saccade amplitudes between preadaptation and late adaptation by a two-tailed t test within the shortening and
lengthening tasks. We assessed shifts in size perception computing mean
deviation from baseline and statistically comparing the postestimation
phases during shortening adaptation with that during lengthening adaptation (two-tailed t test).
For all tested participants in manual and verbal experiments for shortening and lengthening adaptation, we calculated correlation coefficient
and linear regression between the amplitude of adapted saccades and the
size of the postestimation phase. For all statistical analyses, the significance criterion was set to p ⬍ 0.05.

Results
In Experiments 1 and 2, we performed shortening and lengthening saccadic adaptation toward spatially extended objects
and evaluated the change in size perception by hand grip aperture. After adaptation, we measured the adaptation-induced
change in saccade amplitude and endpoint as well as grip aperture. Nine of the 14 participants successfully adapted the
saccade amplitude in shortening adaptation, and 7 of those 9
participants showed a significant effect on grip aperture. In
lengthening adaptation, 9 of the 10 participants displayed significant modification of saccade amplitude and 7 of those
showed grip aperture changes. Five of 14 and 1 of 10 did
not show any effect on saccade amplitude and grip aperture in
shortening and lengthening experiments, respectively.
Saccadic adaptation induced by manipulation of object size
Before calculating the saccade amplitudes in all trials of the
saccade adaptation phase, we checked that the start positions
at the beginning of the adaptation phase and those at the end
of the adaptation phase did not differ. This ensures that any
amplitude change could be ascribed to landing point modifications rather than a shift of the participant’s fixation position
inside the tracker window in the direction of the future position of the saccade target. There was no significant difference
between the mean fixation position in the first and the last 10
trials in all participants. Figure 3A (top) shows saccade amplitudes of one subject over a single session of shortening
adaptation of Experiment 1. The first 20 trials were preadaptation delayed saccades where the subject performed saccades
to a target bar after an acoustic cue. The target remained at its
position and did not change in size during the saccade. The
subsequent trials were adaptation trials in which the bar was
horizontally shortened during the saccade execution. In the
example participant, the saccade amplitude decreased gradually over the adaptation period (Fig. 3A, top). Comparison
between the average amplitudes before and after adaptation
(Fig. 3A, bottom) showed a significant shortening of saccade
amplitude from 17.03 ⫾ 0.94 deg to 15.06 ⫾ 0.65 deg (t test,
p ⬍ 0.05). Participant B in Figure 3B (top) from the lengthening adaptation group of Experiment 2 showed an increase in
amplitude, which resulted in saccade amplitudes that rose
from 16.45 ⫾ 0.94 deg during the preadaptation trials to
19.15 ⫾ 1.59 deg in the late adaptation trials (Fig. 3B, bottom).
As explained in Materials and Methods, we used a greater
number of trials for the lengthening adaptation with respect to
the shortening adaptation because saccadic shortening is usually much faster and less variable than saccadic lengthening
(Hopp and Fuchs, 2004; Pélisson et al., 2010; Gremmler et al.,
2014).
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Average results from all subjects of
B
A
both groups are presented in Figure 4. Figure 4A shows the amount of adaptation
for shortening (in white) and lengthening
adaptation (in black) as the difference between the average saccade amplitudes in
the baseline trials (preadaptation) and the
average saccade amplitudes in the late adaptation trials. Shortening adaptation
reached a negative mean value of ⫺1.17 ⫾
0.35. Lengthening adaptation developed
very similarly to shortening adaptation
but in the opposite direction. In this condition, subjects tended to reach a mean
value of 1.36 ⫾ 0.63. Figure 4B presents
adaptation effects for each bar target. It
shows the amplitudes after adaptation as
function of the eccentricity of the outer
edge of the postsaccadic bar (i.e., that edge
of the bar that changed during the saccade
where we highlighted the direct correlation of saccadic amplitude changes with
the final bar size). The postsaccadic amplitude was size-dependent in both adaptation mechanisms. In the shortening
experiment (white dots), the values
ranged from 14.92 deg for the smallest bar
to 15.82 deg for the biggest one. In length- Figure 3. Example sessions. A, Shortening saccades. Top, Saccade amplitudes of an example participant from the shortening
ening adaptation (black dots), on the group. Saccades executed during preadaptation trials are presented within the gray shadow. Bottom, Average amplitude of
other hand, the postsaccadic amplitude preadaptation and late adaptation trials of the example participant. B, Top, Saccade amplitude of a participant of the lengthening
grew from 16.17 deg to 18.74 deg accord- group. Saccades executed during preadaptation trials are presented within the gray shadow. Bottom, Average amplitude of
ing to bar size. A within-group two-way preadaptation and late adaptation trials of the example participant. Error bars indicate SE. *p ⬍ 0.05, significant level.
ANOVA (Factor 1 ⫽ phase; Factor 2 ⫽
size) showed main effects of phase and
A
B
size in shortening adaptation (phase: F ⫽
93.31; p ⬍ 0.05; size: F ⫽ 4.15; p ⬍ 0.05),
but not interaction (F ⫽ 0.27, p ⫽ 0.98).
Similar results were visible in lengthening
adaptation where a significant influence
of phase and size was detected (phase: F ⫽
40.61; p ⬍ 0.05; size: F ⫽ 2.99; p ⬍ 0.05).
The interaction between the two main factors was not statistically significant (F ⫽
0.79, p ⫽ 0.63).
Next, we investigated where eyes
landed on the object before and after adaptation. Figure 5A (left) shows the percentages of bar length where saccades
landed averaged over subjects and expressed as percentage of postsaccadic bar
length before (left) and after (right) shortening adaptation. In the first case, gaze on
average landed at 41.7% of the postsaccadic bar. After adaptation, gaze landed at Figure 4. A, Mean deviation of saccade amplitude from baseline for shortening adaptation (white column) and lengthening
29.7% of the now even shorter bars indi- adaptation (black column) averaged across subjects and sizes. B, Mean saccade amplitude for shortening (white dots) and lengthcating a significant shift (two-tailed ening adaptation (black dots) averaged across subjects and plotted as function of eccentricity of postsaccadic outer edge of bar.
Error bars indicate SE. *p ⬍ 0.05, significant level.
paired t test, p ⬍ 0.05) of landing position
toward the inner edge of the target stimuthe landing eye position was quite precise in matching the central
lus. The size-specific analysis of eye endpoints run on these data
location of the stimulus (Fig. 5B, left). Indeed, the average end(Fig. 5A, right) showed that, after adaptation, the eye landing
point corresponded to 44.6% of stimulus length, and this pattern
position was left-shifted in all bar target sizes. In the lengthening
was similar for all bar sizes (Fig. 5B, right). In shortening session,
experiment, the landing eye position during preadaptation trials
the absolute deviation of eye landing position between preadapcorresponded to 26.7% of the postsaccadic bar. After adaptation,
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Object size misperception
The second goal of the present study was
to test for a change in visual size perception of the peripherally presented stimuli.
We asked participants of the two groups
of Experiments 1 and 2, before and after
the adaptation phase, to indicate with the
aperture of the thumb and index fingers
(grip aperture) the perceived horizontal
size of the presented bar. We did so in two
conditions: one in which the subject had
to keep fixation (called no saccade condition) and the other (called saccade condition) in which the subject made a saccade
to the peripheral bar but the bar was extinguished during the saccade. Thus, the
subject in both conditions only saw the
presaccadic bars, but the conditions differed in terms of whether the subject
B
planned and performed a saccade or not.
A within-group t test analysis showed no
significant differences (shortening group,
p ⫽ 0.48; lengthening group, p ⫽ 0.54) in
the grip apertures between the two conditions. Thus we analyzed the results
collectively.
Figure 6A shows the average amount of
misperception of object size after shortening adaptation (white column) and
lengthening adaptation (black column) in
all subjects tested. The modification of visual size perception reached a mean value
of ⫺3.89 ⫾ 3.35 mm after shortening adaptation and a mean value of 5.55 ⫾ 3.83
mm after lengthening adaptation.
Figure 5. Landing points of the saccades calculated as percentage of postsaccadic bar length. A, Shortening adaptation. Left,
To evaluate the effect of phase and size
Mean landing position of preadaptation trials (white) and adaptation trials (black) averaged across subjects and sizes. Right, Mean
on
grip
aperture, we performed a two-way
landing position of preadaptation trials (white) and late adaptation trials (black) averaged for each bar. B, Lengthening adaptation. Left, Mean landing position of preadaptation trials (white) and late adaptation trials (black) averaged across subjects and ANOVA (Factor 1, Phase: 2 levels; Factor
sizes. Right, Mean landing position of preadaptation trials (white) and late adaptation trials (black) averaged for each bar. Error 2, size: 10 levels). The adaptation phase
bars indicate SE. *p ⬍ 0.05, significant level.
had a clear effect on visual perception of
object size. In the group that executed
shortening adaptation, significant main
effects of phase and size were observed
tation and adaptation eye movements was ⬃12%, whereas in
(phase: F ⫽ 16.29; p ⬍ 0.05; size: F ⫽ 16.76; p ⬍ 0.05). A slight
lengthening adaptation this deviation corresponded to 18%.
decrease of finger distance after the adaptation phase in the lonAlthough the average endpoints of preadaptation trials are
ger bars compared with the baseline was observed and reached
different in the two groups, being the lengthening group more
statistical significance only for the highest bar size (Fig. 6B, white
hypometric, the preadaptation amplitudes for each bar size were
dots; post hoc test with Tukey’s correction). Similarly and in the
not different between shortening and lengthening group (twoopposite direction, the subjects of the group tested in lengthening
tailed paired t test, p ⬎ 0.05). Furthermore, individual data
adaptation presented significant main effects of phase and size
showed that the most hypometric participant from the shortenfactors (phase: F ⫽ 19.25; p ⬍ 0.05; size: F ⫽ 19.02; p ⬍ 0.05) and
ing group presented a significant saccade amplitude reduction
an increase of grip aperture after adaptation in all bar sizes that
(from 15.45 to 14.36 deg, p ⬍ 0.05) as well as the most hypermetshowed statistical difference compared with the baseline for some
ric participant from lengthening group significantly extended the
of the longer bars (Fig. 6B, black dots; post hoc test with Tukey’s
saccade amplitude after adaptation (from 17.26 to 18.69 deg, p ⬍
correction). Overall, these results demonstrate a change of size
0.05). We can conclude with confidence that the observed shifts
perception for peripheral objects that followed the direction of
were due to adaptation and not to changes in the baseline among
saccadic adaptation. In the shortening group, the modification of
the two groups of participants. The combination of amplitude
visual perception was observable only for the longer bars. The
and endpoint analysis clearly shows that saccadic adaptation can
baseline shown in Figure 6B (dashed line) was the result of an
be induced by modifying target size. Indeed, the progressive adaverage across the pregrip apertures of the two groups (pooled
justment of saccade amplitudes and endpoints led to the reestabtogether because they did not display significant differences; twolishing of the accuracy in landing inside the spatially extended
paired t test for each bar size, p ⬎ 0.05). The statistical effect of
target with the primary saccade.
size indicates a good ability of participants to discriminate among

A
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different object sizes as it is observable by
the linear pattern of grip apertures distribution. There was no significant interaction between phase and size factors in
both groups.
To compare object size perception
changes after adaptation, we calculated
the mean deviation of grip apertures
from preestimation baseline trials. The
size perception change was calculated
similarly to saccade amplitude deviation, as the difference between mean
grip aperture in the preestimation
baseline trials and mean grip aperture in
the block of postestimation trials. The
development of perceptual modification in eye and hand domains was partially similar. Indeed, the dependence
on object size of saccade amplitude and
grip aperture was evident in both shortening and lengthening adaptation because the two parameters showed the
same linear distribution according to
the size (Figs. 4B, 6B).

A

B

Figure 6. A, Mean deviation of grip aperture from baseline for shortening adaptation (white column) and lengthening
adaptation (black column) averaged across subjects and sizes. B, Distribution of mean postgrip apertures for shortening
and lengthening adaptation (white and black dots, respectively). Dotted line indicates the baseline (pregrip apertures)
averaged across two groups. Error bars indicate SE. *p ⬍ 0.05, significant deviations from baseline (dashed line).

Control experiment with verbal reports of perceived size
Similar changes in object size perception were observed in the
participants executing the verbal report before and after
saccadic adaptation. No significant differences were found in
the preestimation phases of no saccade and saccade condition
across shortening and lengthening sessions, so we averaged all
values together. The average amount of shift after shortening
adaptation was ⫺2.26 ⫾ 1.31 mm and after lengthening adaptation was 1.64 ⫾ 1.02 mm. We found statistical differences
between postshortening and postlengthening estimation
phase (two-tailed t test, p ⬍ 0.05) indicating a change in visual
perception in the direction of saccadic adaptation also when
participants used the verbal modality to report size features of
targets. Averaged adaptation of saccade amplitudes in this experiment was ⫺0.21 ⫾ 0.19 deg (t test, p ⬍ 0.05) in the shortening session and 0.65 ⫾ 0.5 deg (t test, p ⬍ 0.05) in the
lengthening session.
To further confirm whether saccadic adaptation induced size
misperception, we performed a linear regression and a correlation analysis between the individual amplitudes of adapted saccades and the size estimates after saccadic adaptation of manual
and verbal experiments pooling together the shortening and
lengthening adaptations. Figure 7 shows a linear relationship
(r 2 ⫽ 0.2) between the two variables confirming that changes in
saccade amplitude were transferred to size perception ability. The
two variables showed a significant correlation coefficient (r ⫽
0.44, p ⬍ 0.05).

Discussion
Our study is the first to systematically adapt the amplitude of
saccades to spatially extended targets and test the change of visual
perception of the horizontal dimension of the same targets.
Saccadic adaptation may be induced by changing object size
Decreasing or increasing object size during saccade execution led
to a gradual adaptive modification in the amplitude of saccades
with a concomitant shift of saccade landing position in the direc-

Figure 7. Postadaptation size estimates as function of postadaptation saccade amplitudes and linear regression analysis. Each point corresponds to each participant tested
in manual and verbal experiments and in shortening and lengthening adaptation.
Line represents linear regression. The equation of line is y ⫽ 6.2 x ⫺ 25 (r 2 ⫽ 0.2).
Correlation coefficient is 0.44 ( p ⬍ 0.05).

tion of the size change. Lengthening adaptation was stronger in
our subjects than shortening adaptation. This may have occurred
in Experiments 1 and 2 because we used a larger number of trials
in the lengthening experiment because, classically, shortening
adaptation develops quicker than to lengthening adaptation in
reactive saccades (Deubel et al., 1986; Straube et al., 1997, Panouillères et al., 2009). However, the stronger lengthening adaptation was also apparent in the verbal report experiment, which
used the same number of trials for both lengthening and shortening conditions. Thus, it rather seems that adaptation to the
manipulation of the size of extended saccade target has somewhat
different properties than adaptation to the shift of a small target.
Saccades directed to spatially extended targets, such as
random-dot clusters or simple shapes, have been shown to land at
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consistent location near the center of the target area regardless of
target size (He and Kowler, 1991; Kowler and Blaser, 1995;
McGowan et al., 1998; Melcher and Kowler, 1999). The saccade
endpoint distribution in our experiment confirms that the saccadic system has access to a reference position within spatially extended targets (Kowler and Blaser, 1995; McGowan et al., 1998)
that is maintained during adaptation process and is highly correlated with saccade amplitude. Indeed, the percentage of shift in
both adaptation directions tested (⬃12% and 18% in shortening
and lengthening adaptation of Experiments 1 and 2, respectively)
suggests that the oculomotor system updates the landing position
representation of the stimulus.
In our study, we manipulated an intrinsic property of the
target, namely, its size. Earlier attempts to adaptively lengthen the
amplitude of saccades aiming for a target of a given shape while
simultaneously shortening the amplitude of saccades aiming for
another shape did not produce shape-specific adaptation (Bahcall and Kowler, 2000). The intrinsic target property shape is not
taken into account for plastic modifications of saccadic system.
Object size is also an intrinsic visual property; but unlike shape,
size can be critical for the coding of the saccades. In our experiment, subjects were simply instructed to look at the target without receiving any other indication about the saccade ending
position. Furthermore, the only parameter that changed was the
target length maintaining constant the shape; thus, the alteration
of saccadic amplitude observed could be the result of computations extracted by stimulus size information together with its
position (Findlay, 1982; Lavergne et al., 2010). In our study, the
dependence of adaptation on target size was clearly visible in
shortening and lengthening adaptation mechanisms. Indeed, the
saccade amplitudes showed a distribution as function of target
size (Fig. 4B, white and black dots). One possible explanation is
the visual distance between the saccade endpoint and the outer
edge of the object. In this view, the saccadic system could predict
how far the eyes should arrive from the object-end and compare
it with the actual distance in the adaptation trials. Another explanation may be that size information about the object is encoded
before the saccade and then compared with the postsaccadic object. Adaptation could be the result of a mechanism that compares presaccadic and postsaccadic sizes. In an exploring saccade
study, Vergilino and Beauvillain (2000) presented a letter string
that was shortened or lengthened at different times after the first
saccade toward the string, and they showed that the saccadic
system was able to recalibrate the motor vector of the saccade if
the change was intervening very early before the execution of the
exploring saccade. This suggests that information about object
size may be updated after or during the first saccade execution.
Lavergne et al. (2011) showed that classical targeting saccade adaptation did not transfer to exploring saccades, but the reciprocal
transfer (from exploring to targeting saccade) occurred when
targeting saccades aimed for a spatially extended stimulus. They
proposed that targeting saccades to a spatially extended stimulus
were coded not only as a function of stimulus position but also as
a function of stimulus size, as they are directed to the center of
gravity (Findlay, 1982; Vergilino and Beauvillain, 2001). In our
study, we adapted primary saccades and not exploring saccades,
and we observed that gaze landed always close to a middle reference position within the stimulus. However, the calculation of
this representative position inside the stimulus takes into account
the object size.
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Size perception is affected by saccadic adaptation
Our data further show that the perceptual indication of object
size by grip aperture changed after saccadic adaptation, regardless
of whether the subjects performed a saccade to the object or not.
The grip aperture change implies a link between saccade motor
parameters and visual perception of object size. This deformation
of the perceptual representation of object size is novel in the
literature and partially follows the same dynamics of target localization perception. Many earlier studies focused on the transfer
of saccadic modification to other domains. Both Bekkering et al.
(1995) and Kröller et al. (1996) found an alteration of the goaldirected hand movement for regions close to the saccadic target.
More recently, different studies (Bruno and Morrone, 2007; Cotti
et al., 2007) demonstrated a substantial transfer of adaptation in
pointing localization. Also, perceptual reports of target position
for both gain-decreasing and gain-increasing conditions suggested influences on perceptual and action representation (Bahcall and Kowler, 1999; Awater et al., 2005; Collins et al., 2007;
Gremmler et al., 2014). Zimmerman and Lappe (2010) concluded that oculomotor errors induce not only adaptations of the
motor commands but also affect visual perception of location.
Garaas and Pomplun (2011) found that simultaneous adaptation
of saccades in different directions can induce a change in perceived object shape. In our experiments, we modified the visual
size perception of objects by a saccadic adaptation paradigm
based on changes in stimulus size. The distortion of perceptual
stimulus size observed here in manual and verbal modality is
evidence that the saccadic system bases the eye movement on
object extension and transfers this knowledge to systems encoding this signal to recognize and/or grasp the object. The correlation analysis (Fig. 7) confirms that misperception of object size is
related to saccadic adaptation. During the adaptation phase, participants were exposed to two views of the target bar: a peripheral
view of a particular size and a parafoveal view of a different size.
Our results show that the size perception of the peripheral view is
modified by the size of the later parafoveal view. Given the vastly
different resolution between peripheral and foveal vision, it may
be beneficial for the visual system to use the parafoveal view of an
object that one has just reached with a saccade to calibrate size
perception in the visual periphery. If object correspondence is
established across the saccade, the current size of the object may
be associated with the previous peripheral view to tune peripheral
size perception for future targets. Similar learned associations
between peripheral and foveal representations of spatial frequency have recently been demonstrated by Herwig and Schneider (2014). Such associations can be used for predictions of
peripheral or foveal input to deal with the nonhomogeneity of the
visual system. This means that, in our case, peripheral information that is associated with a foveal template due to previous
trans-saccadic experience is used to predict the related sensory
peripheral appearance. Thus, it is possible that participants used
previously associated peripheral or foveal visual input to predict
how object features such as size will look like in the periphery or
in the fovea.
The importance of parafoveal vision to recognize and perform
movements to objects was established by several studies (i.e., on
face processing and hand/eye coordination; Johansson et al.,
2001). In peripheral vision, face recognition is limited compared
with central vision (Levy et al., 2001; Hasson et al., 2002; Loomis
et al., 2008). This is because in peripheral vision spatial acuity is
reduced (Anstis, 1974) and there is increased crowding between
features (Pelli and Tillman, 2008). Furthermore, it was demonstrated that fixation of visual targets increases reaching-
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movement accuracy (Prablanc et al., 1979; Bock, 1986; Neggers
and Bekkering, 1999; van Donkelaar and Staub, 2000). In the
present study, we found a substantial transfer of size visual misperception to grip aperture. This pattern is compatible with the
view that object features such as size are better processed when
the eyes capture the target with the fovea. Typically, the grip
aperture is a parameter highly correlated with target size during
grasping movements. In such view, we can argue that the distortion of grip aperture following the saccadic adaptation is strongly
based on parafoveal vision. Indeed, grasping and manipulation of
objects require a representation of the central part of visual field
that is critical to collect visual information for the interaction
between hand and object.
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